Sympathetic Vibration
Guiding Objectives: 1. If everything is made of waves of: gravity, matter, electromagnetism, quantum field,
fire, music, and light, then … 2. So are we. 3. And, if we have free choice, then … 4. Therefore, we can
vibrate in sympathy with anything we wish to. We can be in harmony with all.

Gravity Waves … Moon

Matter Waves … Clocks

EM Waves … Sun

Quantum Waves … You and Someone you Love

Fire Waves … Lightning

Sound Waves … Music

Light Waves … Starlight
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Candle Orb: Observation
Remember that … Epi-EM / Quantum Field: is outside space and time, it is where the real circle, line,
triangle, square exist, it is also where one can be totally with another and achieve Sympathetic
Vibration
Sympathetic Gravity Waves: Moon affecting tides, sap in trees, human fluids / moods
Sympathetic Matter Waves: Pendulum Clocks, Tuning Forks
Sympathetic EM Waves: Sun flares affecting human affairs, sensing a person’s ‘vibe’, heart thought /
heart magnetic field
Human Heart is Sympathetic to Sun as seen in these calculations:
* Plato said that humankind changes consciousness every 2,160 years. This is the time it takes the
ecliptic to move through one sign of the Zodiac and is now called a Platonic month. Therefore, one
360 degree rotation of the ecliptic takes 72 years. Therefore, a Platonic year is 25,920 years.
* Some ancients believed that a harmonious person would live 72 years and would have 72
heartbeats per minute. It was said that the heart was like a pendulum that swung back and forth to
make 1 cycle. This cycle occurs with each breath, which is once per 4 heartbeats. Therefore, a
harmonious person has 25,920 breaths in one day?
Sympathetic Quantum Waves: outside of / inside of EM field, mother writing about son in diary at
exact time of something happening to son, what if you could go outside of space and time and touch
two places at the same time or whisper to two people at the same time … could there be beings living
in the Quantum / Epi-EM Field working with us? … can we?
Sympathetic Sound Waves: tuning forks, guitars, violins, a Hand Clap, a clap of thunder as lightning
rips air apart and creates a shock wave that moves faster than the speed of sound
* Air Gun to show pulse of air.
* Copper rods rubbed with violin string resin to produce sound waves.
Sympathetic Fire Waves being Moved by Magnetic Field
Sympathetic Light Waves as Lightning: as extreme example of friction and static, from rubbing
electrons from cloud movement, recent theories are that ice crystals in the clouds do the electron
ripping. Lightning Facts: up to 10e9 volts voltage, 10e5 amps current, 10e10 watts power, 54,000
degrees F. This is hotter than the surface of the Sun, which is 10,000 degrees F; but the interior of the
Sun is about 27,000,000 degrees F.
Robot Balloon: helium, else it works pretty well with regular balloon – as a model of human being
attracted to another’s field
***

It’s all a matter of vibration, so let’s perform an exercise in the quantum field, where we
envision the vibration of a tree.
*

Exercise of Envisioning Lightning: go to Epi / Quantum Field, outside of space and time and imagine
a tree growing at increasing speeds or vibrations
Quickening
fire and lightning
may appear
separate from
plants growing here
but see the branch and flower spread
to full grown height from a single seed
then quicken the vision inside your head
till the scenery reaches terminal speed
trees and bush
grass and stem
are simply fire
slowed down, then

